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oozora o nagarete yuku ano kumo no mukou ni
tsudzuite'ru kono michi
kimi to futari BASU ni yurarewoo... osanai koro no natsu
no hi o omou yo
aoi kisetsu no naka deboku-tachi wa ima tashika na
omoi o dakishimete
yakusoku no nai michi o zutto aruite yuku kedo
ashita mo mata hareru ki ga shite'ruAh kimi to, natsu o
mukae ni yukou
shiroi suna no ue onaji ashiato nokoshi
Ah aoi sora o, tobitatte yuku
chou no mure o ima kimi mo...
kokoro ni yakitsuketeyukkuri to nagarete yuku ano niji
no mukou ni
tsudzuite'ru kono michi
toorisugita ame no nioiwoo... kawaita kaze ga T-
SHATSU o nukete'ku
aoi misaki o mite'ruboku-tachi wa sou itsushika otona ni
natte yuku
nakushita mono wa mienaku natta dake
dokoka de kitto mata mitsukaru to...
shinjite'ru sou kimi to naraAh hiroi sora o, sagashi ni
yukou
hikaru kaze no michi kimi to waratte yukou
Ah soshite kitto nannen tatte mo
futari sugoshite'ku toki o taisetsu ni shite'ku yoboku-
tachi
wa ima tashika na omoi o dakishimete
yakusoku no nai michi o zutto aruite yuku kedo
ashita mo mata hareru ki ga shite'ru
sou kore kara moAh kimi to, natsu o mukae ni yukou
shiroi suna no ue onaji ashiato nokoshi
Ah natsu no sora o, tobitatte yuku
chou no mure o ima kimi mo...
kokoro ni yakitsukete

English translation

Flowing through the wide sky, on the other side of
those clouds
This road continues
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As I sway with you on the busWoo... I think of the
summers when I was young
In this blue seasonWe're embracing our certain
feelings now
We're always walking a road without promises
But I feel like the weather will be fine again
tomorrowAh,
with you, I'll go to meet the summer
Leaving the same footprints on the white sand
Ah, the flock of butterflies
Flying through the blue sky...
You, too, should brand their image on your
heartFlowing
slowly on the other side of the rainbow
This road continues
With the smell of the rain that passed throughWoo.
.. this dry wind blows through my t-shirt
Looking at the blue capeBefore we knew it, we started
growing up
And became unable to see what we'd lost
But I believe that we'll definitely find them again
As long as we're togetherAh, let's go find that expanse
of sky
I'll laugh with you on the shining wind's path
Ah, however many years pass
The time we spent together will always be precious
to meWe're embracing our certain feelings now
We're always walking a road without promises
But I feel like the weather will be fine again tomorrow
Yes, and from now onAh, with you, I'll go to meet the
summer
Leaving the same footprints on the white sand
Ah, the flock of butterflies
Flying through the summer sky...
You, too, should brand their image on your heart
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